In the present work, a general sub-domain boundary mapping procedure has been developed for arbitrary topology multi-block structured grids with grid points matched on sub-domain boundaries. The interface of two adjacent blocks is uniquely defined according to each local meshing index system (MIS) which is specified independently. A pack/unpack procedure based on the definition of the interface is developed to exchange the data in 1D array to minimize the communication amount. A safe send/receive procedure is built to remove the possibility of communication block and achieve an optimum parallel computation efficiency.
Introduction
Parallel computation has been becoming a powerful computational tool for CFD simulations [1, 2] . By interconnecting PCs or workstations, people can easily develop a distributed parallel computing system to increase the computing power. Hence there are many efforts to develop parallel computation codes and to convert legacy sequential codes for multi-processors parallel computation.
For CFD parallel computation, the multi-block structured grid method is widely used since structured grids strategy has its advantages for numerical efficiency and accuracy. The basic idea is to partition a large domain into many smaller sub-domains which decrease the difficulties of grid generation around complex configurations since the structured grids can be generated within each sub-domain independently. The CFD solver written for parallel computation is usually based on single program multiple data (SPMD) strategy. The sub-domains exchange data at domain partitioning boundaries, or called inner boundaries, which are usually treated as boundary conditions [3] . The computation is conducted simultaneously for each sub-domain using the SPMD CFD solver. The inner boundary data is exchanged across the boundaries by a certain mapping procedure after each iteration [4] . The performance of the mapping procedure determines the parallel computation efficiency and the accuracy.
Various mapping procedures for multi-block structured grids have been developed since the parallel computation was introduced to the CFD. However, the procedure and parallel implementation are in general ad-hoc and different code developers may use different methods. The complexity of the procedures depends on the complexity of the problems to be dealt with. For a simple domain partitioning problem, Evans developed a toolkit known as the Computer Aided Parallelization Tools(CAPTools) to transfer a scalar code to a form suitable for parallel implementation with message passing calls [5] .
For the complex problems that have different local meshing index systems, it is difficult and time consuming to deal with the inner boundary data exchange. One method is to use database systems to manage CFD parallel computation. For example, the NSMB package, which is a well known CFD solver developed based on a database system called MEM-COM [6, 7] . The portable parallel library APPL and a database manager GPAR are also used to implement the parallel computation [8] . However, since the database systems are generally dependent on the computer platforms, the portability of the CFD codes hence are quite limited. In addition, such database systems are not necessarily available for the general researchers. Therefore, it is useful to develop a mapping procedure for inner boundary data exchange when a new or legacy structured grid CFD code is to be implemented for parallel computation.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a general sub-domain boundary mapping procedure for parallel computation using multi-block structured grid CFD code. The procedure is aimed at having simplicity, robustness, reliability, efficiency and portability. The mapping procedure includes the following features: 1) The sub-domain grid can be independently generated and does not need to be within a larger domain; 2) The meshing index system (e.g. i, j, k direction) can be arbitrary and does not need to be the same between the sub-domains and does not need to follow right hand rule. The only condition required is that the grid cells are matched on the domain boundaries to achieve flux conservation and preserve the accuracy of the numerical algorithm. The in house CFD code [9, 10, 11] is implemented for parallel computation using this mapping procedure. Some 2D and 3D flows are calculated on an MPI based computer cluster composed of 54 Dell PowerEdge 1950 Servers to demonstrate the parallel computation efficiency and the accuracy of the results. The numerical experiments show that the present mapping procedure is robust, accurate and efficient. This mapping procedure is implemented in the code using MPI and is hence as portable as MPI. The implementation is straightforward and the programming work is minimal.
The Mapping Procedure

Inner Boundary and Relationship Between Adjacent Blocks
The index i, j, k are used to express the mesh index of a general sub-domain block. For any structured grid block with the mesh dimensions of i = n1, j = n2, k = n3, we can uniquely define the block, face and edge using the two diagonal points of each entity. For example, the block, face and edge shown in Fig. 1 can be defined as the following block :
Where, start and end are the one dimension arrays with 3 elements, start (3) and end (3). Any other faces and edges can be defined similarly. With this definition, the mapping relationships between structured grid blocks can be developed. For simplicity, assume that all blocks are numbered with index from 1 to n and there are only two halo layers overlapping grid points for the inner boundaries (Fig. 2) . Hence two layers of data need to be communicated for each inner boundary between the adjacent blocks.
For an arbitrary block p, to uniquely define its inner boundaries and their relationships with the adjacent blocks, the following information is needed:
1) The adjacent block index number q
2) The inner boundary definition, the two diagonal points(start and end) of the block p and q
3) The relationship of the meshing index system between block p and q For convenience, a terminology, "Order" is introduced to express the relationship of the MISs between block p and q. The numbers 1, 2, 3 are used to represent mesh axis directions, i, j, k respectively for a block. For the meshing index sequence (1, 2, 3) of block p, the Order of q corresponding to block p is defined as the corresponding meshing index sequence of block q with which the block p and block q have the same mesh axis directions. There are 6 possibilities for the Order of the block q corresponding to the block p as shown in Fig. 3 . The Order is same if the direction of an axis is taken as an opposite direction. The Order is numbered from 1 to 6 as given in table 1. The inner boundary and relationship can be uniquely defined by the current block number p, the adjacent block number q, the inner boundary definition start and end of the block p, the inner boundary definition start and end of the block q and the Order of block q corresponding to block p.
The Order of q (1,2,3) (1,3,2) (2,1,3) (2,3,1) (3,1,2) (3,2,1) Order Number of q 1 2 3 4 5 6 The Order of p corresponding to the block q can be directly derived from the Order of q corresponding to the block p. The relationship is given by the table 2:
The Order of Block q (1,2,3) (1,3,2) (2,1,3) (2,3,1) (3,1,2) (3,2,1) The Order of Block p (1,2,3) (1,3,2) (2,1,3) (3,1,2) (2,3,1) (3,2,1) Using this relationship, an inner boundary only needs to be defined once. Hence, the probability of making mistakes to define the inner boundary conditions is minimized.
For example, the inner boundary(see Fig. 2 ) of block p and block q can be written as the following
Where, the block and iblock represent the current block number and adjacent block number respectively. The start, end and istart, iend are the diagonal points which are used to define the inner boundary. The start, end and istart, iend are given according to the local MIS. The order represents the Order of block q.
Pack and Unpack Data Procedures
For CFD parallel computation with multi-block grids, the inner boundary data of the flow field are exchanged after each iteration according to the relationship of the inner boundary defined in the last section. To be efficient, one dimension array is used for data communication. For each block, two operations need to be done for data exchange as the following 1) pack the inner boundary data into a one dimension array and send them to the adjacent block 2) unpack the one dimension array received from the adjacent block and assign it to the inner boundary For 2D problems, the pack/unpack procedure is simpler than the procedure of 3D problems since the boundaries of 2D problems are edges and the boundaries of 3D problems are faces. Hence, we introduce pack/unpack procedures for 2D and 3D problems separately.
2-D Problems
The pack/unpack procedures are implemented using following rules:
1) The inner boundary data are packed into a one dimension array in inward direction of the interface, i.e. from the outer most face to the inner most face
2) The one dimension array received from the adjacent block are unpacked in reversed (outward) direction For example, the pack/unpack procedure of the 2D problem shown in Fig. 2 (n3 = 1) for block p is given as the following pack :
where, l = 2, start(1) = n1, start(2) = 1, end(2) = n2, bcb is the one dimension array, x is the data array of the flow field.
3-D problems
For 3D problems, the rules of the pack/unpack procedure are the same as the 2D problems. However, since the inner boundary is a face for 3-D problems, the Order of the adjacent blocks are needed to determine the sequence that the data to be packed and unpacked. As we know, the Order of any block is composed of three numbers: 1, 2 and 3. These numbers correspond to the MIS of the adjacent blocks, so we call them as axis index numbers. These axis index numbers are used in the pack/unpack procedure To facilitate the programming work, another terminology, the "Orientation" is introduced to specify the faces of a block. The relationship between the Orientation and faces is given by table 3.
Face i=1 i=n1 j=1 j=n2 k=1 k=n3 Orientation 1 2 3 4 5 6 Table 3 : The relationship between the Orientation and faces Therefore, any inner boundary of a block has an Orientation numbered from 1 to 6.
Again, the two adjacent blocks p and q are taken as the example as shown in Fig. 2 . The inner boundary data of p are packed from the large axis index number to the smaller axis index number of the Order of q according to the Orientation of the inner boundary of block p. For example, if the Orientation of the inner boundary of p is 1, the Order number (1, 3, 5) of q have the same pack procedure because the second axis index number is smaller than the third axis index number, the Order number (2, 4, 6) of q have the same pack procedure because the second axis index number is larger than the third axis index number. For the Orders (1, 3, 5) , the data is packed by the following DO loops:
pack :
For the Orders (2, 4, 6 ), the data is packed by the following DO loops:
The unpack procedure is same for different Orders. It is given by the following DO loops:
Other cases can be handled with the similar method.
Send/Receive Procedure
As shown in Fig. 4 , the send/receive procedure of a block for CFD parallel computation usually is that all blocks send data to all adjacent blocks first, and then all the blocks receive data from all adjacent blocks [12] .
This procedure can efficiently avoid the communication deadlock, but the communication block may occur because of the buffer space limitation which used to save the exchange data temporarily. Thereby, a safe send/receive procedure is suggested.
The basic idea of this procedure is to do the send/receive operations in a pair. That is when a block send data, another block will receive the data at the same time (Fig. 5) . The procedure is implemented abiding the following rules for a block: 
Numerical Algorithms
The in house Navier-Stokes code [9, 10, 11 ] is converted to have parallel computing capability using the suggested general sub-domain boundary mapping procedure. The governing equations are the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [13] is used to calculate the turbulent eddy viscosity. The finite volume method and upwind schemes [14, 15, 16] are used to discretize the governing equations for steady state solution. To achieve high convergence rate, the implicit time marching scheme is used with the unfactored Gauss-Seidel line relaxation.
Using the finite volume method, the implicit semi-discretized form of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be written as the following
where n and n + 1 are two sequential time levels, which have a time interval of ∆t. The ∆V is the volume of the control volume.
The inviscid fluxes E, F, G and viscous fluxes R, S, T at the control volume left (− ) and right (+ ) interface are computed based on the flow variables at the current cell and its neighboring cells. The inviscid fluxes are evaluated following the characteristic directions by using upwind schemes [14, 15, 16] . The viscous fluxes are evaluated by using central difference scheme. Finally, the implicit discretized form are written as,
The Gauss-Seidel line iteration is applied in each direction (i, j, k) respectively and is swept forward and backward on each direction. Take j direction for example, the equation form for GaussSeidel iteration following lines along j direction (i and k are constant) is written as,
where
The Eq. (3) can be written in a matrix form:
When using multi-block parallel computation, for example two blocks, the Eq. (5) will be split into two sub-matrices as the following
. . .
The variables ∆U 1 → ∆U m and ∆U m+1 → ∆U n are correspondingly solved on two processors by conducting the matrix inversion on the above two sub-matrices. Comparing Eqs. (6) and (7) with the original Eq. (5) for the single processor computation, B + m on the first sub-matrix and B − m+1 on the second sub-matrix are discarded. They are the coefficients computed based on the variables from the neighboring sections. In the present work, these two coefficients are treated as zero in the implicit solver for the sub-domain computations. The variables are updated independently on the two sub-domains. This treatment does not preserve the exact matrices as in the single processor computation, which will negatively affect the convergence efficiency in steady state calculation. However, the computation experience indicates that the slow down of the convergence due to this non-exact treatment is small, in particular when the mesh size is large.
Results and Discussion
RAE2822 Transonic Airfoil
This case is to examine the accuracy of the CFD solver and parallel computation efficiency for 2D problems. The multi-block grids (Fig. 6) are obtained by partitioning a single block O-grid with dimensions of (259 × 56). The Reynolds number is 6.5 × 10 6 based on the chord length. The Mach number is 0.729. The angle of attack is 2.31 0 . In parallel computation, one block is assigned to each CPU processor. Fig. 7 shows the solution residuals with different number of processors(blocks). The convergence rate with multiple processors is slightly affected due to the approximate implicit treatment at the sub-domain boundaries. Table 4 : The parallel performance of the computation for RAE2822 Fig. 9 shows a good linear scalability for parallel computation.
The Co-Flow Airfoil
This case is used to test the robustness of the parallel code using the present mapping procedure. The co-flow jet (CFJ) airfoil [17, 18] and the five block grids are shown in Fig. 10 . The dimensions of the blocks are (33 × 49), (97 × 97), (17 × 97), (23 × 97) and (59 × 193). The free-stream Mach number is 0.1024; the Reynolds number is 380000.0 based on the cord length. Fig. 11 shows the contours of the Mach number at AoA=10 0 . Fig 12 shows the C L vs. AoA.
Transonic ONERA M6 Wing
This study is to examine the accuracy of the CFD solver and parallel computation efficiency for 3D problems. The multi-block grids are also obtained by partitioning a single block O-H-grid with the dimensions of (145 × 61 × 41) (Fig. 13) . The Mach number is 0.8395. The Reynolds number is 1.97 × 10 7 . The angle of attack is 0 0 . The speed up and efficiency for the parallel computation are given in table 5. Fig. 14 
Conclusions
This paper has developed a general sub-domain boundary mapping procedure for arbitrary topology multi-block structured grid parallel CFD computation. The grid points are required to match on the inner boundaries. The meshing index system of a sub-domain block can be arbitrary. The concepts of block Order and Orientation are introduced to uniquely define the relationship of the mesh indexing systems between the adjacent blocks and the current block and make the programming work easier. A pack/unpack procedure is developed to exchange the data in 1D array to minimize the communication amount. A safe send/receive procedure is developed to minimize the buffer space use which basically removes the possibility of communication block.
The procedure is applied to parallelize a in house 3D Navier-Stokes code. The message passing interface (MPI) protocol is used for the data communication. The code is portable to any platform as long as the MPI is available. The implementation is straightforward and need minimal programming work to convert a legacy sequential code. The numerical experiments on an MPI based computer cluster show that the developed general mapping procedure is robust and has high parallel computation efficiency.
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